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Gilbert Law Summaries are America’s best selling outlines and have set the standard for
excellence since they were introduced more than thirty-five years ago. It’s Gilbert’s unique
combination of features that makes it the one study aid you’ll turn to for all of your study needs!
Walk into class prepared with a comprehensive outline of the law, a concise capsule summary
perfect for a quick review before class, charts of every kind, a text correlation chart so that you
can match your specific reading assignment to the relevant pages in the Gilbert outline, and an
index and table of cases. Ace your final exams with a step-by-step approach to attack your
exam, exam tips, and sample multiple choice, true-false, and essay questions.

About the AuthorDavid Bellingham gained a degree in Latin with Classical Achaeology at the
University of Birmingham, and did his PhD on ancient Roman wall-painting. He lectures on
Greek mythology at St. Mary's College, Strawberry Hill, Twickenham, and on Greek and Roman
Art and Architecture for the London University Extra-Mural Department. David also tutors for
Open University and leads tours abroad to classical sites. He is the author of An Introduction to
Greek Mythology.
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Y. Sohn, “Better than Emanuel's. I had both Gilbert and Emanuel for torts and tried using both.
By far, Gilbert is superior (in torts, at least; may not apply for other subjects).My textbook just
glossed over the intentional tort stuff, so I depended entirely on Gilbert to fill in all the gaps.
Negligence stuff is solid as well, but if your class/instructor is jurisdiction-specific (as mine was)
you may have to look further than just Gilbert to point to the right black letter law.”

Advocate, “Four Stars. Useful”

Backyard, “Five Stars. did what it was needed for”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Great condition, I like the Gilberts books.”

CH, “Five Stars. Great study aid!”

Karen Kelly, “Better than Emmanuels, but could still use a better index. If you're trying to decide
between Emmanuel's outline and the Gilbert one, I suggest always going with Gilbert's. The
Gilbert lecture on cassette/CD is good, too.The Gilbert outlines seem to always seem to have
better/more examples than Emmanuel's. All of the outlines are still frustrating to me. I prefer the
Finals series - shorter, sweeter & lots of practice test questions.”
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